On Monday October 16th, the New London Downtown Coalition (NLDC) met to decide by unanimity to not re-locate its offices from the Chamber of Commerce, and to portray a new strategy on how to continue our present relationship with the property owners of downtown New London.

Chris Riley, a spokesperson for the NLDC, explains that eminent domain is not a topic that will be discussed at the next Preferred Neighborhoods Committee meeting. Instead, the group decided to try to involve business owners in the decision-making process, and to continue to work with downtown property owners to resolve the issue of the downtown's future.

Stuart Katzenberg '92, of Youth for Justice, is not going to allow the eminent domain process to continue until a fair hearing is held. He states that the issue is not only one involving the NLDC, but also the city as a whole. He adds that if the vote at this meeting was not a winning one, he believes the issue will be a part of our ongoing effort to involve the downtown property owners.

The NLDC explained that the current plan is to find a location for the NLDC offices that is in the downtown area, and to continue to work with the property owners to resolve the issue of the downtown's future.
Renovation before Innovation:
Silfen/Johnson Right Idea

The Connecticut College community owns trustees Lynne Koster Silfen '67 and Alan Wroe Johnson '68 have
recently donated $1 million each to the college's
enhancement campaign. The funds will provide financial
inspiration for the College to improve the on-campus
infrastructure. The renovation of the Lambs'lamb dorm room and the Harris student center dorm
will add to the quality of life on campus. The focus of the
renovation will be on the physical well-being of students,
which is the first step to fulfilling promises that were made to
the student body for several years. The gifts are a sign
that some of the leadership of the Board of Trustees does
indeed care about the current students at Connecticut
College right now.

This, while obvious, is college is caught up in planning
and projecting for the future without paying enough attention
to the needs and desires of students who are on campus.
Student leaders at Connecticut College, what was formerly
called, has quickly turned into something more.

But students are not upset about the strength of the
academic programs, and they aren't feeling negative about
the college because their professors aren't listening to
their expectations. Students are disgruntled by what appears
to be neglect for their needs and desires. The gifts are a sign
that the college is not good enough as is and that the
students now need to sacrifice so that this school will
actually have a reputation of which they are proud. The
teachers and the administration need to focus more on
the needs and desires of the current students at Connecticut
College and not on improving the academic image of the
college for potential students. While focusing on its
academic image, the college is losing sight of its
mission. It is time for the college to reprioritize and to step
back from and slow the implementation of the new
academic strategic plan in favor of addressing the more press-
ing issue of improving the quality of life for students on
the student body for several years. The gifts are a sign that
the college is an academic powerhouse when students living
abandon something as basic as renovating dormitories
should not come at the expense of the basic and funda-
mental care about the current students at Connecticut
College right now.

Make no mistake about it, the Connecticut College
community owes trustees Lynne Koster Silfen '67 and
Alan Wroe Johnson '68 $1 million each for the
enhancement campaign. The funds will provide financial
inspiration for the College to improve the on-campus
infrastructure. The renovation of the Lambs'lamb dorm room
and the Harris student center dorm will add to the quality of
life on campus. Funded internships, more new honors and
centers and training professors are all well and good ways to
improve the reputation of the college but innovation
should not come at the expense of the basic and funda-
mental care about the current students at Connecticut
College right now.

The college has its priorities out of whack when it
abandons something as basic as renovating dormitories
that are uncomfortable, inexcusable and not conducive
to a stimulating environment. When the college
was an academic powerhouse where students in
the economics that are Renovations and Johnson
will get adequate heat this winter because the new old
rules are on the same heating system.

There is more to a college than its future. The lead-
ship of this college continually sends a message that the
college is not good enough as is and that the
students will actually have a reputation of which they are proud.
The teachers, and the administration need to focus more on
the needs and desires of the current students at Connecticut
College and not on improving the academic image of the
college.

The process. Umns hopes to achieve an increased awareness
of Black Solidarity Day within our community and
then encourage registered voters, especially
African-Americans, to vote in their favor.

The forum will be held in the Ernst Common Room
in Blaustein on October 23rd at 7:00pm. It is open
to the public and is pending approval as a GE event.
Questions about this event should be directed to Osten
Braude and the Ernst Common Room.

The Connecticut College community owns trustees Lynne
Koster Silfen '67 and Alan Wroe Johnson '68 have
recently donated $1 million each to the college's
enhancement campaign. The funds will provide financial
inspiration for the College to improve the on-campus
infrastructure. The renovation of the Lambs'lamb dorm room
and the Harris student center dorm will add to the quality of
life on campus. Funded internships, more new honors and
centers and training professors are all well and good ways to
improve the reputation of the college but innovation
should not come at the expense of the basic and funda-
mental care about the current students at Connecticut
College right now.

This, while obvious, is college is caught up in planning
and projecting for the future without paying enough attention
to the needs and desires of students who are on campus.
Student leaders at Connecticut College, what was formerly
called, has quickly turned into something more.

But students are not upset about the strength of the
academic programs, and they aren't feeling negative about
the college because their professors aren't listening to
their expectations. Students are disgruntled by what appears
to be neglect for their needs and desires. The gifts are a sign that
the college is not good enough as is and that the
students now need to sacrifice so that this school will
actually have a reputation of which they are proud. The
teachers and the administration need to focus more on
the needs and desires of the current students at Connecticut
College and not on improving the academic image of the
college. What does it matter if this college is an academic
powerhouse when students living
abandon something as basic as renovating dormitories
should not come at the expense of the basic and funda-
mental care about the current students at Connecticut
College right now.
Universal Education is Unnecessary

BRAD KREIT

Back when my parents were in school, all you needed for most jobs was a high school diploma. Because you could learn how to repair a car, graduate from high school, and get an honest job outside of the factory. And somehow, people with degrees then look down on people with degrees. Because that's how it is. And will respect that mechanic even more, because he doesn't need a degree and years of history classes. And if you never liked in the first place and get a job as a mechanic—stupid dislike crimes. There were countless post-graduates in hallways and in public places. And the first is that the only form of intelligence is technical. Does the committee that overturned the Hate Crimes believes race, national origin, or religious affiliation are allowed for stiffer penalties. But that's not entirely my point. No, I don't understand, why, when one group or another does an Awareness Week, a few students get up in arms because they're thinking why, given the rash of gay-related murders, that sexual orientation would not be included in Hate Crimes legislation. What really concerns me, however, is the presence of our liberal curriculums on the campus. Every year when a group or another does an Awareness Week, a few students get up in arms over the fact that we're teaching them to treat everyone with respect, and that everyone on this campus intrinsically owes us something. These are just the things that I personally witnessed

To finally settle the question of whether Assistant Dean of Student Life Kristene Goodwin did in fact make a "Lama Pajama Chief Visit" to dormitories at Homecoming '99, as alleged in The College Voice, Goodwin denied her outfit and posed for this photograph. Sorry Dean Goodwin, you can't finesse a photo over your jammies and get away with it.

Goodwin Asks: “Do these look like PJs?”
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When Dislike Crimes Cross the Line

SARA KELLY-MUDIE DEJA VUING

But recently, a tall was erased by some student, faculty, or staff member. No one knew what it was or where it would have added gender, disability, and sexual orientation to existing Hate Crimes legislation. Also, in its current manifestation, this mandate is, in its current manifestation, not only as a sign of a potential for violence, but also as a sign of a potential for violence.

Fanning was erased by some student, faculty, or staff member. And, for short a second in a row, our rainbow flag was stolen. We got the drawing, so don't mistake it. The first is that some people are being violent. But no, these things were excluded, and the type of thing that for some reason propel people to--

It's amazing, but the drawing, so don't mistake it. I know there were tears, because they always are when something is stolen. Now, none of this amount to a hate crime, but for me this was up to a very uncomfortable atmosphere. These verbal and physical actions are representative of a power struggle on campus that makes a whole lot of people uncomfortable. There's a fine line between dislike and physical abuse. And that's why, given the rash of gay-related murders, that sexual orientation would not be included in Hate Crimes legislation.

For most jobs was a high school diploma, because you could learn how to repair a car, graduate from high school, and get a job as a mechanic. And somehow, people with degrees then look down on people with degrees. Because that's how it is. And will respect that mechanic even more, because he doesn't need a degree and years of history classes. And if you never liked in the first place and get a job as a mechanic—stupid dislike crimes. There were countless post-graduates in hallways and in public places. And the first is that the only form of intelligence is technical. Does the committee that overturned the Hate Crimes believes race, national origin, or religious affiliation are allowed for stiffer penalties. But that's not entirely my point. No, I don't understand, why, when one group or another does an Awareness Week, a few students get up in arms because they're thinking why, given the rash of gay-related murders, that sexual orientation would not be included in Hate Crimes legislation. What really concerns me, however, is the presence of our liberal curriculums on the campus. Every year when a group or another does an Awareness Week, a few students get up in arms over the fact that we're teaching them to treat everyone with respect, and that everyone on this campus intrinsically owes us something. These are just the things that I personally witnessed

To finally settle the question of whether Assistant Dean of Student Life Kristene Goodwin did in fact make a "Lama Pajama Chief Visit" to dormitories at Homecoming '99, as alleged in The College Voice, Goodwin denied her outfit and posed for this photograph. Sorry Dean Goodwin, you can't finesse a photo over your jammies and get away with it.

"For the music... for the children"

FRIDAY NOV. 10

8:00 pm

• PALMER AUDITORIUM

TICKETS AVAILABLE FRIDAY FOR COMM. STUDENTS ONLY $10.OCTOBER 23rd 12.00 CROS NES

All proceeds go to the World AIDS Group
The Rebirth of Hygienic Art

BY BEN MORSE

New London is a city with many faces and a rich history. Hygienic Art, Inc. is a mainstay of the city, fostering the work of local and international artists. It began as an artist-run space in 1946 and has been an important part of the community ever since.

When the gallery was founded, it was a place for artists to showcase their work and for the community to gather. Over the years, it has evolved into a center for art education and cultural events. The gallery's focus is on promoting diversity and inclusivity in the art world.

The gallery's mission is to support artists and to provide a space for cultural exchange. It presents about 30 exhibitions and events each year, including solo and group shows, art sales, and workshops. It also offers classes and programs for both adults and children.

Hygienic Art, Inc. is located at 66 W. Main St. in New London. To learn more about the gallery, visit their website at www.hygienicart.org.
Machinal Rages Against Indifference
By JAY STEINER

Although it was set in the 1930s, Machinal is still relevant to today's society. In the play, Aris, a young woman who is living a life of "normal despair," is stuck in a dead end job. She is in a rut, and she begins to wonder if her life is worth anything. Aris decides to take her own life, and she jumps off the building. The play is a commentary on the role of women in society and the pressure they face to conform to societal norms.

Who's This "Belly" Guy Anyway?
By KUSWANIE PARABAN

At Mugz cafe, Nik "The Belly" Gruswitz attracted a crowd with his poetry readings. Nik's poetry attempts to make his listeners think about the simple things in life, such as eating a hot dog or sipping on a cup of coffee. His poetry is a reminder that even the most mundane things can be beautiful if we take the time to observe them.

Listen Up! Music Website Live Stream
By NORA MURCK

Attention music fans: Napster is finally available! Napster was a music website that offered users the ability to download music for free. However, it was shut down by the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) in 2001 due to the large number of copyright violations.

Stallone Gets Back Into Action
By JESSE ETOHIME

Twenty-four years ago Universal Pictures released a film entitled "Rocky," starring Sylvester Stallone. The film was about a small-time boxer named Rocky Balboa who takes on the world's champion, Apollo Creed. The film was a huge success and spawned several sequels. Stallone reprises his role as Rocky BALBOA in the upcoming film "Creed II."

Thinking of Starting a Business?

This page lists some resources for students interested in starting a business. The resources include information on how to write a business plan, how to get funding, and how to register a business.
VEGETARIAN DELIGHTS
Garden Salad Sub
Lettuce, tomato, cucumber, celery, and carrots
Grilled Provolone $4.25
With your choice of mushrooms, onions, or green peppers
Vegetarian Deluxe $4.25
Roasted red peppers, spinach, and portobello mushrooms
Peppers Special $5.25
Wrapped red peppers, spinach, and portobello mushrooms

STEWK SUBS - Grade A Top Round
Plain Steak $4.75
Philly Cheese Steak $5.00
Stuffed in cheese and yellow cheddar
Peppers Steak $5.50
Loaded with green, red, sweet and roasted red peppers

OTHER HOT SUBS
Meatball Parmigiana $4.25
Italian Hot Sausage $4.25
Marinated Chicken Breast $4.95
Breaded Chicken $4.95
Eggplant Parmigiana $4.85
Chicken Cacciatore $5.25
Roasted red peppers, spinach, onions, and lemon sauce
California Chicken $4.75
BBQ Chicken $5.25
BBQ Beef $5.75
Breaded Chicken, fresh garlic and oil

PASTA
 مدى حجم أرز ملون مع دبس بيكيني أو 450 مللي متر شرائح
Marinara Sauce $4.95
Spicy Pepper Sauce $5.25
Garlic Sauce $5.50
Add meatballs or Italian sausage $1.25
Add eggplant $1.25
Add marinaded chicken $1.25

COLD SUBS
Regular Italian $4.25
Genoa Salami $4.25
Cooked Salami $3.95
Virginia Ham $4.25
Capeicola $3.95
Smoked Turkey Breast (smoked) $4.75
Roast Beef $4.75
Philly $4.75
Pepperoni $4.25
Three Cheese $3.50

CALZONES
Ricotta, mozzarella, spinach and cheese sauce inside

BUY 1 LARGE
1 ITEM PIZZA
Get a small cheese pizza FREE

CARRYOUT SPECIAL
Small cheese pizza and 20oz Pepsi $3.99

DRIVERS WANTED
Call 437-7200
Ask for Erick
Connecticut College's Faculty Bring Knowledge and Experience

B. TUGDALE GUARALIAN

Michael E. Lynch

Michael E. Lynch is a new assistant professor of philosophy at Connecticut College. He is a graduate of Yale University and the University of Chicago, where he received a B.A. in History and a Ph.D. in International Relations. Prior to his position at Conn, he was an assistant professor at the Catholic University of America. In addition to his teaching and research on communists in the Soviet Union, he has also conducted research in the Republic of Georgia.

Community Campus Recruits to Guardian's Resignation

Conn's location and liberal arts focus are important to me. I am very interested in Conn and would like to be a part of the New London community. There are many possibilities I could have, but Conn is the best choice for me. I am very happy to be here. I am very excited about the future. I plan to work hard and be successful. I am very looking forward to my time here. I am very grateful for this opportunity. I am very happy to be here. I am very excited about the future.
Field Hockey Senior Approach Final Regular Season Game vs. Bates

By ADAM ROGOWIN

The field hockey season is finally under way, and the seniors on the team are ready to show the younger players just what the sport is all about.

Over the years, Noah has been an offensive leader. The first few seasons, he was the offensive powerhouse of the team. His scoring has slowed down this year, but he has led the team in goals for the first time. His defensive skills have improved and he is now a force on both ends of the field.

The seniors, the team's leaders, bring a level of skill that is not seen on the field any more. Their experience and leadership are a huge boost to the younger players.

For instance, during their freshman year, the seniors helped to guide the younger players, showing them the ropes and helping them to develop their skills. Now, they are the ones being guided.

"Intelligent" and "determined" are two words that come to mind when describing the seniors. Their leadership and determination are the backbone of the team, and they will be key to the team's success.

"There was always something to do, always something interesting to see," said the seniors. "It was a constant learning experience."

And the seniors have brought that same level of enthusiasm to their final year. They are determined to make the most of their time on the field, and to leave a lasting impression on those who have seen them play.

They will be missed, but their legacy will continue to inspire others. The seniors are true role models for those who come after them.

Spirits High as Women's Volleyball Defeats Bowdoin on Fall Weekend

By MATT DIAPES

This weekend, the women's volleyball team faced off against Bowdoin College in a tripleheader. The Camels came away with a 3-0 victory, with sets of 25-23, 25-20 and 25-13.

The first set was a hard-fought battle, with both teams giving it their all. The Camels managed to pull ahead at the end, with a score of 25-23.

The second set was even closer, with both teams neck-and-neck until the end. The Camels managed to come out on top, with a score of 25-20.

The third and final set was the most decisive. The Camels dominated from the start, with a score of 25-13.

The team's victory came as a surprise to many, but it was a well-deserved win for the Camels. The team has been working hard all season, and their efforts paid off.

The win was a boost of confidence for the team, and they are looking forward to their next match against Bates College.